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WHITE FAMILIES ARE TREATED LIKE ANY OTHER FAMILY
The Age of the Antichrist
Part Two
YAHWEH GIVES A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE:
I showed you how White families will be treated in the Age of the Antichrist. A person’s
race will not carry merit during that horrible period. No human will be able to buy or sell
with a false mark, as the movies proclaim.
Why is the way false with earthly movies? There is not just a mark on the body; there’s
a spiritual possession in those who are sealed.
No one can fake the mark of the beast. It’s spiritual, and it will have a permanent sealing
that is represented with an earthly mark on the right hand or the forehead. And Satan
will know if they have the mark of the beast based on what spirit lives in the body of the
one who is buying or selling.
The antichrist will carry great surgings of evil that will spew into the ones who claim their
allegiance. Allegiance has a clear presentation based on how they submit to kingdom
order in Satan. No one can fake it, being a part.
White families will not feel more special than any other family. Race will not matter. Only
the way of religion will be what keeps that family alive.
What “god” is first in that person’s way—that will be weighed. A person’s age will not
protect them either. What “god” is first in the people is weighed. I saw them walking in
the walls, trying to escape. I saw them hiding in homes, trying to live just as if they are
with the natural leader.
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The Holocaust will look like a way of inconvenience compared to how the antichrist will
lead over the masses. Every nation will be abased. There will not be any super nation.
World power will be dissolved. How will the antichrist abase superpower nations? By
spiritual warfare.
It’s not a battle of flesh and blood. It’s a major battle with spirits. Who will run and take
cover from major plagues and wipeouts of nations from epidemics? Who can wage war
against a demon with a level of power like an archangel when Yahweh gives a way?
Who can bring their level of power and say they will deliver the power when Yahweh
gives no power? Who can stand up against Satan’s power without power from God? God
will give Satan a season to trample over all living. There will be a great wailing in the
earth where the way in torture will be surely great.
Who will be able to stand? Who can say they are delivered? Who will walk the local streets
and tell anyone about the Great King Jesus when the Age of the Antichrist begins?
There will be a season of mercy in the Age of the Antichrist, where healing rooms are
built, and God allows all who will come to take in His great healing. In that same way,
where there is a breaking for the Church, rapture will lead, and all that will be here will
be deep evil in the earth.
Even after I gave the order to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah, I gave a way of escape by
looking for at least ten righteous persons. I had to make Lot’s family leave that horrible
will before the raining down of judgment. I had to make a plan of escape for Noah and
his family when I gave the judgment to fill the earth with water.
I am declaring an Age of the Antichrist with this spirit shifting but will bring great mercy
in the land with healing tabernacles. Will there be a season where the mercy ends? Yes,
it will all come to an end, and the demon named Pure Evil will take center stage and
give the spirit of the antichrist with deep surgings.
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There are literally levels of evil.
You have seen Me explain it, with illustration, with how the movies are shifting to drink
Pure Evil, in new levels. There is a lack of respect for human life, and these people of
various ages are taking human life without remorse. There is a disregard for human life.
And the world is already starting to drink Pure Evil.
The level of work given into building up the first healing room will not be as hard as it
seems. They will beg for the first healing room when Yahweh starts to give out
great power. When Yahweh gives out His great power in the earth, the streets
will be filled with the sick, begging to be healed.
When Yahweh gives His power into the earth, there will be great delivering
ways, with great signs, wonders, and miracles.
Feel it; your purpose is clear for preparing the way of the Lord. Your Street Ministry stage
will usher in the craving for the first healing room. With the surging power in a covenant
with Yahweh, there will not be any greater work than bringing a world-level awareness
to the existence of the Great King Jesus.
There will not be a way to feel Kingdom surgings when the Church is removed. Now is
the time to bring the King’s will forward into the earth so that the way is given to bring
in a great world harvest.
World: come under Kingdom order and take in the healing room plan. Give the Great
King’s will a place of leading ways in the earth. Bring Kingdom order forward. Let Yahweh
build up a mighty platform in the earth.
Here is the Great Yahweh giving a major way of power. Let power take over and give
your platform for the building-up power plan. I will give the great wealth through those
avenues Yahweh chooses. Artwork and other details in super ways of spiritual
engagement will begin.
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With great power, is there anything too hard for Yahweh? You are seeing well. And I
know that they will want you to build healing rooms all over. Will I grant it? It will come
in a certain time frame.
But first, let the people know of your Great Yahweh. What happened to all the other
locations? I will need to bring the people a new way of feeling My power. You must
prepare. The world is turning greater in ways of evil.
Now is the time to bring the Great King’s will in provision, protection, and power into the
earth. Stand firm in your Great King’s will. I will always keep My will clear and stable.
You will witness healing such as never seen in church days of the early stages. Let Yahweh
bring it to the surface. Bring Kingdom nature into earthly plans. Tell them more of the
Age of the Antichrist. Who shall be able to stand?
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